
The Pluger family is back in the USA for a while, and it’s
“Back to School” time! Sean is attending Bethlehem Lutheran in
Fairborn OH for seventh grade. Although he’s adjusting to a
longer school day and more homework than he had as a
homeschooler in Zambia, he is enjoying having different
teachers for his subjects, specials like PE and computers, and
also spending a lot more time with friends and classmates.
Meanwhile, Chris is in Dallas for a little while, finishing his MA
in Applied Linguistics. By the time this newsletter is sent, he
will have (successfully, we hope!) defended his thesis. Check
our website for the latest news and to check out his project.

Another significant investment we will make while in the
States is “Partnership Development” – spreading the word
about our work in Zambia, thanking those partners who have
been supporting us these last 3+ years, and bringing new
supporters on board to help meet our financial needs for our
next term of service and beyond. We hope to see many of you
in person in the coming months.

Your continued financial support is critical during our time in
the States, and especially as we return to the field. Without full

financial support,
we will not be able to return to Zambia to continue our work.
Thank you for partnering with us!
The Plugers

Another need we have before returning to Zambia is a
muchneeded computer update. It’s amazing how much
dirt can collect in a laptop over three years in Africa! Two
new computers will enable us to work efficiently and
stay connected for our next term of service.

Please consider a contribution to the Pluger Computer
Project. The address for contributions is on the back of
this newsletter. Just make sure “Pluger Computers” is on
your check. Thank you!!



For his thesis, Chris collected 270 Nsenga proverbs. The translators used them as models for
translating Biblical proverbs in a style that would be recognized by the people as “proverbial.” Here
are some gems of traditional wisdom from southcentral Africa:
“Where the elephant has died, there are tusks.” (Where there is smoke, there is fire.)
“To get lice on a bald head” (Refers to an impossible thing.)
“The one who was warning people about the slippery patch fell.” (Take your own advice.)
“Lots of noise chased the elephant away.” (Keep talking, even if people don’t listen to you at first.)
“What has horns can’t be covered with a basket.” (Something evil can’t be hidden.)
“The rat died by eating a very big bite.” (Don’t bite off more than you can chew.)
“When going on the back of an elephant, don’t say, ‘On the ground there is no dew.’” (When things are
going well for you, don’t look down on others’ misfortune.)
“What has failed has failed; for baldness there is no cure.” (Some things can’t be fixed, just endured.)
“What you have is what you use to kill the snake.” (A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.)
“While boasting in front of everyone, the dog farted.” (Don’t be a knowitall.)
“One finger can’t pick a louse.” (Two heads are better than one.)
“A basket goes, a basket comes.” (Do unto others…)
“Moving around all the time spilled the soup.” (Don’t keep on looking for the next big thing.)
“The one who mentions a lion, climb!” (Speak of the devil…)
“To insult a crocodile with your foot in the river.” (Speaking evil could come back to hurt you.)
“A famous drum doesn’t take long to be broken.” (A warning about the perils of fame.)
“If you peel the potato, that means you aren’t really hungry.” (Beggars can’t be choosers.)
“In one day, the mouse does not rot.” (A small delay doesn’t mean that you will fail to finish.)
“A big head cannot avoid a blow.” (The person in charge has to deal with all of the problems.)
“The fart of an elder does not smell.” (Elders always deserve respect.)
“A shy mouse starved in his hole.” (It’s better to ask than to suffer in silence.)
“To sleep on the best spot, you need to be the first to go to bed.” (The early bird catches the worm.)
“A child who does not travel praises his mother’s cooking.” (A person who doesn’t experience the
wider world will think his own ways are best.)
“Cross while the river is still only kneehigh.” (An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.)
“Once you have filled your stomach do not burn the granary.” (Don’t burn your bridges.)
“If you want rain, you should also be ready for mud.” (Be prepared for the consequences.)
“The one with a mouth is not lost.” (If you don’t know what to do, ask!)
“The one who guards the well does not die of thirst.” (You should expect to benefit from your work.)
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